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February 23, 2021

EWBANK’S AUCTIONS
February 25 and
February 26, 2021
Ewbanks Auctions will hold its
Entertainment, Memorabilia and
Movie Props Auction on February 25,
2021 at 12:00 p.m. UK time.

IT’S
COMING!!!

Their Vintage Posters Auction will
follow the next day, February 26,
2021, at 12:00 p.m. UK time.

MARCH 10-24
Movie Poster Archives, the
industry’s only non-profit archival
organization will hold its FIRST
Lagniappe auction!!!

See Page 5 for details.

eMoviePoster.com’s April Major Auction
Part I Begins March 16th
eMoviePoster.com’s
April Major Auction
Schedule
March 16th - Part I begins
March 18th - Part II begins
March 21st - Part III begins
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UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
Feb. 25

Ewbank’s Entertainment Memorabilia & Movie Props
Auction

Feb. 26

Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Auction

Mar. 10-24 Movie Poster Archives March Lagniappe Auction
Mar. 16

Part I of eMoviePoster.com’s April Major Auction
begins

Mar. 18

Part II of eMoviePoster.com’s April Major Auction
begins

Mar. 21

Part III of eMoviePoster.com’s April Major Auction
begins

Mar. 27-28 Heritage Movie Posters Signature Auction
May 29

Hollywood Poster Auction Memorabilia Auction

Oct. 2021

eMoviePoster.com’s 22nd Annual Halloween Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as well as
product and services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn About Movie Posters
and the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about becoming a LAMP sponsor,
click HERE! Add your name to our Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT. The link can
be found on the home page nav bar under “General” or click HERE..

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Copyright 2021- Ed & Susan Poole.
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UPCOMING AUCTIONS
February 25 & 26, 2021
ENTERTAINMENT, MEMORABILIA & MOVIE
PROPS AUCTION - FEBRUARY 25, 2021
This is one of a number of
limited edition soundwaves
prints in Ewbank’s Entertainment, Memorabilia and
Movie Props Auction which
will be held on February
25, 2021 at 12:00 p.m. UK
time.
This was created using Eric
Clapton's 'River of Tears'
and is lot 1175 on 25th
February. These artworks
are made by colouring and
manipulating the actual
soundwaves from a track
to create beautiful visual
representations of the
music. This print is signed
by Clapton himself and is numbered 1/50. It carries a guide price
of £600 - £900.

VINTAGE POSTERS AUCTION FEBRUARY 26, 2021
An R-1963 British Quad film poster for The Bridge on the River
Kwai is just one of the wonderful vintage movie posters going
under the hammer at Ewbank’s Vintage Posters Auction which will
be held on February 26, 2021 at 12:00 p.m. UK time.
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This poster was for the
Academy Award release of the
film and is in very good
condition.
This poster is one of a fantastic
array of posters in this auction
-- all available to view on our
website now
www.ewbanks.co.uk.

There are also plenty of
posters for horror fans in the
Auction.
Here is a British Quad poster
for 1969's Hammer Horror,
Taste the Blood of Dracula,
starring the great Christopher
Lee.

Other highlights include:

See the full catalog here!
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IT’S COMING!!!
MARCH 10-24
Movie Poster Archives, the industry’s only non-profit
archival organization will hold its FIRST Lagniappe
auction!!!


Over the last 4 years, MPA has received over 750,000 items as tax
deductible donations from collectors, dealers, individual donors,
estates and businesses.



Once MPA has the items needed for documentation on a particular
title, any additional duplicates of that particular item can be sold to
help create needed funding (we call “Lagniappe”).



Since all items are received for archival purposes, no value is
assigned, therefore all items will start at the same low price with no
reserve no matter the value of the item.



As a non-profit, MPA can not lose money on a project so the labor
and storage cost have been assessed to give a starting price of $3
on every item, no matter the value.

Collectors and dealers –help us
eliminate some of our excess
material and take advantage of
some fantastic bargains!!!
In this first of several planned auctions this year, we have 400+ lots that
are primarily focused on lobby card SETS, presskit still SETS, studio issued
tv show promotional SETS, with some pressbooks, one sheets, and a
variety of oddities and miscellaneous items.

MPA will be using Bidding For Good as their auction site which is a special
auction house for non-profit organizations. You must register in advance to
be able to bid, so go register NOW!! And receive updates for early viewing.
Here are some samples of the items to be presented:
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Presskit Still Sets with envelopes with titles like:
“Blood of Ghastly Horror” with John Carradine and Tommy Kirk, “Calling Wild Bill
Elliott” with Wild Bill Elliott and Gabby Hayes, “Class of 1984” with Michael J. Fox
and Roddy McDowall, “Happy Mother’s Day, Love George”, with Bobby Darin and
Ron Howard, “Homesteaders of Paradise Valley” with Allan ‘Rocky’ Lane and Robert
‘Bobby’ Blake, “Jabberwocky” with Terry Gilliam and Monty Python, “Q”, with David
Carradine and Richard Roundtree, “Robin Hood of Texas” with Gene Autry and
Sterling Holloway, “Springtime in the Sierras” with Roy Rogers and Andy Devine and
“Stardust Memories” WITH Woody Allen and Jessica Harper.

Lobby Card Sets with titles like:
“Arthur 2” with Dudley Moore and John Gielgud, “Bounty” with Mel Gibson and
Anthony Hopkins, “Brainstorm” with Natalie Wood and Christopher Walken, “Hero at
Large” with John Ritter and Anne Archer, “Hurry Sundown” with Jane Fonda and
Michael Caine, “Incredible Shrinking Woman” with Lily Tomlin and Charles Grodin,
“Logan’s Run” with Michael York and Farrah Fawcett, “One and Only” with Henry
Winkler and Herve Villechaize, “Strange Brew” with Dave Thomas and Rick Moranis,

We also have One Sheets, Pressbooks, Mini Lobby Card Sets, TV
show press stills, classic tv photos, AND LOTS MORE GOODIES!!!!
OVER 400 LOTS!

All lots will be online by March 10th and the
auction ends March 24th.

DON’T MISS OUT – REGISTER NOW!
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The deadline to consign to eMoviePoster.com's April Major
Auction has now passed. Please go to our site on March 16th,
when Part I of this great auction begins.
Please note that we ARE now accepting consignments for our
July Major Auction!
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2020 was really a banner year for eMoviePoster.com! Not only did
we SHATTER our yearly sales record (going over $6 million for
the first time), but we also did so while running HALF as many
auctions during the year (due to switching to bi-weekly auctions)!
AND INCREDIBLY WE ARE WELL AHEAD OF THAT PACE SO
FAR IN 2021!

Part of how we did this is because we clearly do a MUCH better
job than our competitors (both for consignors AND for bidders
and buyers), and that has resulted in us having the most bidders
ever (by a wide margin) and they are bidding higher than ever
before!
So there has NEVER been a better time to consign than right
now! But also, our sales were much higher because we continue
to expand the range of items we auction. In addition to our
“regular” items, we have signed items, original art, comic books,
toys, games, props, costumes, and much more.
We can also auction ANYTHING not mentioned above that is a
poster, or ANYTHING movie-related (as long as it has a realistic
value over $20 each). If YOU have such items and have looked
for a great way to sell them, send them to us, and we feel certain
you will be very glad you did!
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MOVIE POSTERS SIGNATURE AUCTION
MARCH 27-28, 2021
An Italian 4 Fogli for the 1940 film Son of Frankenstein is only one
of the highlights of Heritage Auctions Movie Posters Signature
Auction scheduled for March 27-28, 2021.
The only known copy in the world and once housed in a private
Swiss collection, this impressive large-format poster features
Francesco Giammari artwork and is making its debut presentation
at Heritage.
The auction also features a number of popular science fiction
classics including:

It Conquered the World Insert;
War of the Worlds One Sheet;
Attack of the 50ft Woman One Sheet on Linen;
The Day the Earth Stood Still One Sheet

These and all of the great posters offered in this auction will be open for bidding around March 5,
2021.
Check out the 887 available lots HERE!
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MOVIEART.COM AT PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

MOVIEART.COM
THOUSANDS OF POSTERS
GOOD, RELIABLE SERVICE
WE SHIP CAREFULLY
STAY SAFE!
KIRBY MCDANIEL
posters@movieart.com
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MovieArt Austin will sell NO
reproductions.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419 Austin TX USA
www.movieart.com
512 479 6680

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON TWITTER
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
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HOLLYWOOD POSTER AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAY 29TH MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
Our 29th annual Memorial Day weekend, Saturday,
May 29th movie memorabilia auction will be held as
usual but this time in Willoughby, Ohio at Milestone
Auctions 15 minutes from my store.
500 still lots and 100 poster lots.
Live and internet bidding with a preview a week in
advance.
More information to come in detail in Classic Images.
Morris Everett Jr. 216-598-2468
Still accepting quality consignments.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Last Moving Picture Company
remains closed except for appointment
only.
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The deadline to consign to eMoviePoster.com's April Major Auction has now
passed. Please go to our site on March 16th, when Part I of this great
auction begins.
Please note that we ARE now accepting consignments for our July Major
Auction!
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Why think about Halloween NOW, when it is NINE months away?
Why NOT! eMoviePoster.com has held 21 very successful Annual Halloween Auctions, and we want
to make the upcoming one our very best EVER, and we figure the best way to do that is to start
promoting it now, and to keep promoting it all year long. That way, we will not only reach the most
potential consignors, but also all poster collectors everywhere will have seen our promotional ads,
and none of them will miss the auction!
So if YOU have horror/sci-fi material you'll wanting to send now for this auction in October, please
send it right away. Because we always take the first example of each item we receive, you will
guarantee your items WILL be in the auction by sending them now, and EVERY Halloween auction
we get lots of titles sent more than once, and I hate having to tell people they "waited too long"!
And of course, the two unbacked, unrestored one-sheets pictured below WILL be in this auction,
both starting at $1, of course with NO reserve (and NO buyers premium)!
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UNSHREDDED NOSTALGIA NOW OFFERING
OVER 60,000 EBAY LISTINGS
Unshredded Nostalgia has now passed 60,000 listings on Ebay, mostly
Movie and TV photos. Other categories include autographs, lobby cards,
movie posters, circus, military and other popular paper ephemera.
Check out all the listings HERE!
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February 2021 New Movie Poster Arrivals
125 New Acquisitions, with a focus on classic films: THE WIZARD
OF OZ, CITIZEN KANE, THE GRADUATE, 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY,
SUNSET BLVD and more
Dear Friends & Movie Lovers:
Our February update is a bit early, but we couldn't
wait - it's a great lineup!
See them all here:
filmartgallery.com/new acquisitions
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery

6311 Romaine Street, suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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Our Latest Vintage Movie
Poster Acquisition

We're adding hundreds of newly acquired vintage movie posters over the
next several weeks. Here are just a few from the first batch that have been
added. We hope you find something to add to your collection. Enjoy!

The Time Machine (MGM, 1960)
French Grande
Artist: Roger Soubie

The Cat Girl (American International, 1957)
Half Sheet
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Frankenstein 1970
(Hammer, 1961)
French Affiche
Artist: Allard

The Curse Of The Werewolf
(Hammer, 1961)
French Affiche

Love with the Proper Stranger
(Paramount Pictures, 1963)
Half Sheet
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Kyss-Auktionen
(Ultrafilm, 1930)
Swedish One Sheet

Godzilla (Toho, 1954)
French Petite
Artist: A. Poucel

No matter the style of vintage posters you collect, from movie, advertising, music, or
contemporary prints, Limited Runs has what you want! We also have a selection of
unforgettable photographs in our collection which include rare & never-before-seen images that
are exclusive to us. If you are a collector or just starting out, this is the place to start or to
continue building your collection.
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Did you know … MovieArt has over 100 Original Movie Posters
from Poland and Czechoslovakia ? Check them out in our
advanced search section @movieart.ch
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THE 2021 WINTER POSTER
COLLECTION IS HERE
You can go straight to the BLOG here
Dear Posterophiles,
I first came in contact with Long Island born bald icon, TELLY SAVALAS, also know in
Hollywood as "Golden Greek", like most of you when the TV series KOJAK was
broadcasted on French channels where I was then living as a child and loved the
overall combination of porkpie hat, smiles, tough fighting and lollipop sucking.
It is fun to know that the lollipop was actually introduced by Savalas himself as he was
then trying to stop smoking and had to have something to hold in his hand!!!
However Telly Savalas should not only be remembered only for his successful stint as
Kojak (a role initially offered to Marlon Brando!) between 1973 and 1978 as his body of
work encompasses over 131 movies / TV movies in a career between 1959 and 1995.

Despite his generous nature and good humor which made him one the most liked actors
in Hollywood, Savalas mainly played murderers, psychotics, rapists....
One of my favorite roles in that genre is the one of his character, Maggot, in The Dirty
Dozen in 1967 in which his "rapist nature" makes the whole operation go from perfection
to destruction in a chilling scene "Scream....!".
The years 1967-1970 were important ones for him with multiple succes ful roles and
some that didn't materialize. He was cast as the lead actor in Cool Hand Luke but failed
to get the role as his fear of flying prevented him from crossing the Atlantic on time to
start production and the role went to Paul Newman!
Let's not forget Savalas was also cast as the meanest Blofeld, James Bond's archenemy,
in On Her Majesty's Secret Service, a movie which must be revisited and praised anew as
one of the best.

A multi talented entertainer, Savalas also sang, having a big hit with his cover of "If", was
one the top poker players in the world and spent outrageous amount of money having fun
as well on many philanthropies towards Greece. Married 3 times, he used to live in
Hollywood's Sheraton hotel from the mid 70's till his death in 1994 from lung cancer. His
presence in the hotel Bar was so frequent that they renamed it Telly's in his honor.
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So to celebrate this great actor and force of nature I have selected 10 of his
movies in THIS WEEK'S BLOG (Click here) with fantastic posters from all around the
world which I hope you will enjoy.
Here is just one of those, i.e a close up portrait of Telly in the 1972 Italian Spaghetti
Western, A Reason To Live, A Reason To Die.

WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK?
* NEW ITEMS: The 2021 WINTER COLLECTION strong of 800+ posters is available in
the NEW PRODUCTS section (several having been added till the last newsletter sent 3
weeks ago), Here are just 20 that should make you wish to explore the entire collection..
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We start with a couple of elegies to recently passed legends. the first one being to the
best singer of The Supremes, i.e Mary Wilson who left us last week. She doesn't appear
on the fabulous large German concert designed by Gunther Kieser for their 1968 Tour
(as by then La Ross had taken full control) but she was the engine making the show
perfect. Poster is already linen backed.
A second "in memoriam" goes to Christopher Plummer, a great actor (yet one who was
mostly unliked by his Hollywood peers) who forever resented his talent being reduced to
his role as Von Trapp in The Sound Of Music. Here's a very rare original Italian fotobusta
poster (we also have the complete set of 10 posters).
Clint Eastwood famously got along with Savalas in Kelly's Heroes so he had to be
included in here with this sparkling ultra limited edition print (10 copies only!) on foil paper
titled A Fistful Of Vinyl designed by the king of visual mash-ups, Matt Dye / Blunt Graffix.

More Hollywood legends with a stunning painting
of Steve McQueen on the large 2 panel Italian
poster created for the 1974 rerelease of one of his
best movies, Cincinnati Kid.
Another large poster but this one from France and
one of the rarest and most in demand, i.e. the one
for the 1966 Batman movie. Unique Art by Boris
Grinsson.
Another large French poster which advertises the
capital's secret charms with a title which doesn't
need any translation...Paris Porno.
However I as a proud French born would certainly
not allow my home country to be reduced to some
vile cliches. I therefore prefer to display French
gorgeousness with this lovely model advertising
skiing in the French resort of Les 2 Alpes in 1969.
The poster is already linen backed.
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More feminine beauty yet illustrated this one with the classic painting of the mother used
to advertise the Expo 67 in Montreal. This image was designed as part of a 4 poster set
featuring a dreamy family (father, mother, daughter and son).
We stick with mesmerizing feminine gazes with the one of British Mod goddess, Julie
Driscoll here on the ultra rare original concert poster for her shows with brian Auger and
The Trinity at the Boston Tea Party in 1968. Art by Eric Engstrom.
Sylvester Stallone is working on the director's cut of Rocky 4. So while we wait for it, let's
enjoy this great brand new limited edition print by Yvan Quinet for the first episode of
the Rocky Boxing saga.

But beauties should not just be appreciated on this earthly plane but also in
space...Very rare vintage Italian fotobusta poster for Barbarella. Superb condition.
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We all have very fond memories of toys and games we played as a kid. One of mine was
playing with my brother, acting as Mister Fantastic in this vintage 1977 Milton Bradley
Board game, Spiderman and the Fantastic Four with great Art by John Romita.

From Mister Fantastic to Captain Fantastic with this glitzy
very limited edition variant print on foil paper hand signed by
Kevin Tong paying tribute to the 50th anniversary of Elton
John's performances at the Troubadour in Los Angeles. We
also have the regular version.
The Clash will forever remain heroes of mine, embodying the
power of Music, messaging, melodies and style. Very rare
original 1980 German concert poster in perfect condition.
One the many great German concert posters we added.
From Hamburg we travel to Munich which hosted the 1972
Olympics. I found this amazing long poster which willingly
spoofs the legendary 1966 New York Art Director's Club
poster having the painted naked model holding a Pretzel to
advertise the 1972 Olympics!!! Ultra rare!

While some may consider pretzel and other junk foods
as addictive, it doesn't compare to Cannabis. Here is the
very rare Italian poster for the 1970 French thriller
starring Jane Birkin and Serge Gainsbourg. Art by Averardo
Ciriello (we have many other posters of the movie).
The moniker cult movie is brandished way too often (guilty of
it) but if there is ONE French movie that merits this mention,
it must be Les tontons flingueurs. Impossible to find insert
sized Italian poster. Art by Enzo Nistri.
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We never tire of marveling at childish innocence and dazzling colors especially when
they are created in the wonderful Studio Ghibli studios and either directed or produced by
Hayao Miyazaki like this 1995 anime, Whisper Of The Heart and its adorable Japanese
poster.
Traveling in style with this stunning vintage 1972 poster designed by Bob Bride for the
defunct Aeronaves de Mexico airlines advertising flights to Oaxoaca . The poster is
already linen backed.

* SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our
Pinterest boards here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution list,
please unsubscribe below or let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Enjoy your weekend away from zoom to be with your loved ones
and we will reunite in 2 weeks for more visual displays of printed
beauty.
Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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The deadline to consign to eMoviePoster.com's April Major Auction
has now passed. Please go to our site on March 16th, when Part I
of this great auction begins.
Please note that we ARE now accepting consignments for our July
Major Auction!
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR
LAMP SPONSORS
LAMP is celebrating 20 years online. This could not have happened
without the tremendous support of our sponsors.

FOUNDING SPONSOR
eMoviePoster

SPONSORS SINCE 2002
Dominique Besson

Heritage Auctions

Hollywood Poster Frames

Movie Art of Austin
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Movie Art of Switzerland

SPONSOR SINCE 2003
Channing Lyle Thomson

French Movie Poster

Original Poster

Unshredded Nostalgia
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SPONSOR SINCE 2004
Film/Art

Spotlight Displays

SPONSOR SINCE 2006
Cinema Retro

L’Imagerie Gallery

SPONSOR SINCE 2007
Moviemem Original Movie Posters
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SPONSOR SINCE 2009
Last Moving Picture Co./Hollywood Poster Auction

SPONSOR SINCE 2011
Illustraction Gallery

Simon Dwyer

SPONSOR SINCE 2013
Limited Runs

SPONSOR SINCE 2014
Ewbank’s
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SPONSOR SINCE 2015
Movie Poster Page

Movie Ink Amsterdam

The Vintage Movie Posters Auction Group

The Vintage Movie Posters Forum

SPONSOR SINCE 2016
Movie Poster Archives
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SPONSOR SINCE 2017
Picture Palace Movie Posters

SPONSOR SINCE 2018
Hollywood Posters

Mauvais-genres.com

Partners65 Vintage Movie Posters
Original Movie Stills

SPONSOR SINCE 2020
Silver Screen Collectibles
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